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Discovery Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., 2011. Hardcover. Condition: New. This publication titled,
Encyclopedia of Islamic Art and Architecture provides readers with a complete overview of all the
relevant subject areas of Islamic art and architecture. Special focus lies on details regarding the
Islamic paintings, calligraphy and miniature art. An illustrated overview of Muslim artists from
select Islamic nations has been provided in brief. Also, an overview of Islamic pottery and glass
work is given. This publication provides readers with an overview of Islamic music and reflects on
select Muslim musicians at considerable length. This publication also gives a detailed account of
select Islamic cities, towns, kasbahs, villages, squares, havelis and other holy places. An overview of
Islamic carpet, weaving and rug making art has been provided herein. The culture, festival and
civilization of select Islamic nations have been highlighted at considerable length. In addition,
notable Islamic minarets, minars, gardens, parks and fountains have been described. Similarly,
notable Muslim forts, palaces, mahals and gates have been outlined and discussed briefly. This
publication also provides readers with an illustrated account of famous Muslim shrines,
mausoleums, dargahs, halls, madrasahs and universities. The subject areas of Islamic art, music,
culture in select Muslim countries...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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